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favored with! " His reading was certainly not of the best and his penmanship egregious, but there was in him beside punctuality, industry and order, a personal amiability which won the hearts, and a firm integrity and sound sense which commanded the respect and confidence of all the Senators.
His seat, while Senator, was, as I have said, next to mine and that of General Jackson directly before us. Altho' well advised of the extent to which Mr. Lowrie had been sustained and counselled by me thro' the trying positions in which he had been placed, the General seldom took his seat in the morning, especially whilst the matters of which I have been speaking were in progress,* without exchanging friendly salutations and shaking hands with both of "us. His respect for Lowrie was doubtless increased by the fact that the latter called upon him the moment the affair was made public, gave him an account of the contents of the letter read to him by Mr. Monroe, as they afterwards appeared, justified himself in speaking of the matter as he had done, but denied having had any agency in bringing the matter into the newspapers. The General "was pleased with his candor and obvious sincerity and assured him that he should never object to let the letter speak for itself by its publication.
I had good reasons to know that he cherished feelings of warm regard towards Mr. Lowrie to the last and, at the time, I was well satisfied that the whole transaction, so far from exciting his prejudices against either impressed him most favorably towards both of us.
Gen. Jackson's position in respect to the Tariff of 1824, acted upon on the eve of the Presidential election, was an embarrassing one. Pennsylvania, a strong tariff State, had been among the first to embrace his cause and she had done so with great zeal and power. A still larger portion of his strength was supposed to lie in the Southern and South Western States, which were all anti-tariff. He entered Congress with a general bias in favor of protection but with several reservations, the most prominent among which was a desire to limit Legislative encouragement to articles necessary to the defence of the Country in time of War. Altho' averse to the prostitution of a Question so deeplv affecting- the interests of the Coimtrv

